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About Item

1. Upgraded Design: The 5 Core drum stool has a new and improved design. It has a
heavy-duty metal hub beneath the seat and stronger metal Long legs; this sturdy and
durable build qualitymakes it better than the rest drum stools available in the market. The
drum chair can support a maximum weight of 200 lb.

2. BIGGER/ Widened Seat: The stool has a wider seat,measuring 11.78 inches in diameter,
which is suitable for people of different weights. The drum throne can be adjusted to a
height of up to 22.5 inches, making it suitable for both children and adults.

3. High-density Thicker seat: The 5 Core drum throne uses a high-density Memory sponge
that is 3 inches thick. This ensures that the seat will not deform even after long-term use.
The thicker seat providesmaximum comfort, especially during long playing sessions.

4. Robust Long Legs for Extra Support: The 5 Core drum throne features a robust tripod leg
design with three large rubber feet for a strong grip. This provides extra stability, preventing
the stool from shaking while playing.

5. Adjustable w/ Extra Height: The drum throne has a reliable lock mechanism that allows for
easy and quick height adjustment. It also prevents the stool from sliding down during use.

Product Description



The upgraded 5 Core drum stool is the ultimate companion for drummers of all skill
levels. With its new and improved design, it boasts enhanced durability and strength to
withstand the rigors of regular use. The widened seat, measuring a generous 11.78" in
diameter, provides optimal comfort for drummers of varying weights. Its adjustable
height feature, reaching up to 22.5 inches, makes it suitable for both children and
adults alike.

The high-density sponge, with its 3-inch thickness, ensures long-lasting comfort and
prevents deformation over time. With a robust tripod leg design and large rubber feet,
this drum throne offers superior stability and support. The thickening lock mechanism
allows for effortless height adjustment, ensuring a secure and personalized playing
experience.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features

Stable and Durable High-Quality Pad Anti-slip Rubber
Feet

Easy adjustability

It is specifically
engineered to prevent
any unnecessary
shaking or movement
that may affect the
overall quality of the
performance.

This specially
designed sponge
provides the perfect
balance of support
and cushioning,
allowing you to play
for extended periods
with ease.

Get all the stability
you need with our
adjustable and
portable drum stool
seat featuring
anti-slip rubber feet
for stability and
safety.

The wing-nut shape
provides an
ergonomic grip and
easy height
adjustment for
maximum comfort.

Product specification:

● Color- Brown
● Legs Length- 14.5”
● Height- 22.5”
● Weight- 6.2 LB
● Seat thickness- 3”



● Seat diameter- 11.78”

Package information:

● 1x Drum Stool

Usages

Ideal for professional drummers, beginners & enthusiasts alike.

Use the drum stool to enhance posture and reduces strain during drumming.

Well suited for studio recordings, live performances, practice sessions & rehearsals.

Use the big seated drum throne for maximum comfort during long drumming sessions.

The drum throne offers easy & quick height adjustments for a personalized playing
experience.

Benefits of products

Provide much-needed comfort for a music session.

Well suited to be used in studio and stage events.

The adjustability feature allows for a personalized experience.

Optimum support boosts confidence & reduces the risk of falling.

Well suited to be used in a variety of setting other than drumming sessions.



Benefits of 5 Core over other products

A sturdy and rugged body, built to last.

Heavy-duty metal hub beneath the seat.

Easy to clean and maintain, ensuring a long-lasting experience.

Durable & sturdy design with a comfortable 3-inch padded seat.

Multipurpose- a perfect throne for drums, keyboards, guitars, and more.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison



Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Heavy duty Yes No

Extra Stable Yes No

Big & Thicker Seat Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question:What is the thickness of the seat?

Answer: The thickness of the seat is 3 inches.

Question: Can I use it on stage?

Answer: Yes, this is very good for on-stage use.

Question: Can drum thrones be used by children?

Answer: Yes, drum thrones can be used by children.



Question:What is the maximum weight capacity?

Answer: This drum throne is designed to support a maximum weight of 200 lb,
ensuring stability and durability even for heavier drummers.

Question: Can I adjust the height?

Answer: Yes, the height of the drum stool is adjustable. It can be expanded up to 22.5
inches, making it suitable for drummers of different heights, including children and
adults.


